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JULIA ROSE POLK: You’re listening to the Trauma Camp for Teachers podcast…
Episode #2.
Welcome to the Trauma Camp for Teachers podcast, where educators like you
get the guidance and support they need to manage their classrooms with
confidence, clarity and compassion. I'm your host, trauma therapist and trainer,
Julia Rose Polk. Now, let's get started.
Hey you… Julia Rose here! Okay, so I’ve gotta be real with all of you… when you
start learning about trauma, and specifically childhood trauma, there are so
many rabbit holes that you can go down. It’s easy to get lost in the sauce, and
find yourself overwhelmed with studies and articles and research and statistics.
And what we know about the brain is that when we get overwhelmed with
anything - even if it IS important stuff - the brain’s response is to just… stop. To
freeze. To become paralyzed. Kind of like, if you tried to overload a funnel with
large rocks… they’d get stuck.
And when that happens, we need help breaking it all down into more bitesized, manageable doses, so that the processing of that information can
actually happen.
And listen, as a trauma expert, I have to say up front that it’s REALLY EASY to
get overwhelmed when we’re talking about childhood trauma. Whether we’re
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looking at how to work with traumatize students, or perhaps traumatized
parents, or whether we’re reflecting on our own experiences of early adversity…
when it comes to trauma, the gravity of it seems to be instantly overwhelming.
So we get stuck. And in this stuckness, we do what all humans do… we end up
resorting to the ingrained, familiar, typical patterns, procedures or policies that
we’ve learned along the way.
And as a result of resorting to those entrenched patterns, is that… Nothing
changes. Or, if we do make changes, they’re very slow, very difficult and
extremely hard-won.But that is the EXACT OPPOSITE of what I want to happen
for you. Because I want you, as an empowered trauma-informed teacher, to take
this information and run with it, and because I want you to have actionable and
specific guidance in this work, I created something to help reduce that
overwhelm and help you move through that stuckness when it arises.
And so, the thing I created to help you on this journey is called the Path of
Progress. And, I want you to know up front, that this is not a model… this is not a
specific blueprint of any kind. A teacher of mine and child trauma expert, Dr.
Bruce Perry, often says: “Essentially, all models are wrong. But some are useful.”
So, this is not one of those frameworks that you teachers are so often asked to
adopt.
Instead, this Path of Progress is a breakdown of the step-by-step journey that
EVERY trauma-informed educator will have to embark upon in their careers.
And, it breaks down into 6 specific professional AND personal stages that every
educator will go through as they develop and master their role as traumainformed teachers.
Now, I’ve been studying this stuff for almost a decade and a half, and so I’ve
whittled all that’s out there down to these 6 concrete and simplified stages you
will revisit over and over as you do this work.
And before I tell you what these stages are, let me point something out… notice
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that I titled this path The Path of Progress… I didn’t call it the "path to success"
or the "path to the perfect teaching career." I called it a "path of progress," and
that’s because this is what we’re going for… progress… NOT perfection. Small,
distinct, incremental changes that - over time - shift our trajectory and how we
do the work we do.So, keep that in mind.
Now… you wanna get to the 6 stages? Let’s dive in!
Stage 1 is STORY - and it’s all about the narrative we have about children and
their behavior, and what happens to that narrative once we start to learn about
trauma science. Stage 2 is all about SELF-AWARENESS, and how this new
information applies not only to our professional world and relationships, but
how it applies to our own lives and our own experiences. Stage 3 is all about
SKILL SET, and actually developing concrete skills within ourselves that can be
used in our relationships with stressed out, struggling or activated kids. Stage 4
is all about SUPPORT, and making sure you identify and nurture the personal
and professional supports that YOU need in order to do this work, and do it well.
Stage 5 is all about STRUCTURE, and taking everything you’ve been learning
about trauma and relationships and the brain, and identifying concrete ways to
integrate helpful practices into the actual structure of your school day. And
Stage 6 is all about the SCHOOL, and how you can bring these practices and
ideas into your greater school system.
So, again - Stage 1 is STORY. Stage 2 is SELF-AWARENESS. Stage 3 is SKILL SET.
Stage 4 is SUPPORT. Stage 5 is STRUCTURE. And Stage 6 is SCHOOL. THAT is
the Path of Progress, and those are the 6 major touchpoints that every
educator will dive into on their trauma-informed teaching journey.
Now, in the upcoming episodes, I’m actually going to do a deep-dive into what
each of these stages look like and how you can determine where you are within
each stage… So, if you’re on a roll… go ahead and jump on over to the next
episode, where well get really specific about the story stage of trauma informed teaching. Can’t wait for you to join me… i’ll see you there. Bye for now!
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This episode is sponsored by my free master class, The top 10 Truths Every
teacher needs to know about trauma.
So if you've struggled with classroom management, or have ever wondered
how to respond to your struggling students, or if you are not actively building
emotional connection and trust with your students every single day... You know
that doing these things are easier when you really understand how trauma and
stress affect the brain, right? Everything in your classroom is easier when you
understand this. When you have somebody that is saying, “Hey, this is what’s
going on right there...” and eventually, helping you know what to do in those
super tough situations.
So if you want to start building your trauma-informed teaching foundation
right now, inside your classroom, and inside yourself - I'm your person. And I've
got a free master class that will show you step by step how to get going. So go
to traumacamp.com/masterclass.
It's as simple as that — www.traumacamp.com/masterclass, and I'll show you
how to get started so that you can be growing your awareness and skills, and
get a head start on your trauma-informed teaching journey today.
Thanks for listening to the Trauma Camp for Teachers podcast. At
www.traumacamp.com/podcast.
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